§ 1215.110  
(4) Spacecraft events significant to tracking, telemetry or command requirements.
(5) Communications systems specifics, including location of antennas and other related information dealing with user tracking, command, and data systems.
(6) Special test requirements, data flows, and simulations, etc.
(7) Identification of terrestrial data transport requirements, interface points, and delivery locations, including latency and line loss recovery.
(e) To provide for effective planning, reference Appendix A, Typical New User Activity Timeline.
[77 FR 6950, Feb. 10, 2012]

§ 1215.110  User cancellation of all services.
The user has the right to terminate its service contract with NASA at any time. A user who exercises this right after contracting for service shall pay the charge agreed upon for services previously rendered, and the cost incurred by the Government for support of pre-launch activities, services, and mission documentation not included in that charge. The user will remain responsible for the charges for any services actually provided.

[77 FR 6953, Feb. 10, 2012]

§ 1215.111  User postponement of service.
The user may postpone the initiation of contracted service (e.g., user launch date) by delivery of written notification to NASA Headquarters, Code OX. Any delay in the contracted start of service date may affect the quantity of service to be provided due to commitments to other support requirements. Therefore, the validity of previous estimates of predicted support availability may no longer be applicable.
[56 FR 28049, June 19, 1991]

§ 1215.112  User/NASA contractual arrangement.
No service shall be provided without an approved agreement.
[77 FR 6953, Feb. 10, 2012]

§ 1215.113  User charges.
(a) The user shall reimburse NASA the sum of the charges for standard and mission-unique services. Charges will be based on the service rates applicable at the time of service.
(b) For standard services, the user shall be charged only for services rendered, except that if a total cancellation of service occurs, the user shall be charged in accordance with the provisions of §1215.110.
(1) Standard services which are scheduled, and then cancelled by the user less than 72 hours prior to the start of that scheduled service period, will be charged as if the scheduled service actually occurred.
(2) The time scheduled by the user project shall include the slew time, set up and/or configuration time, TDRSS contact time, and all other conditions for which TDRSS services were allocated to the user.
(3) Charges will be accumulated by the minute, based on the computerized schedule/configuration messages which physically set up TDRSS equipment at the start of a support period and free the equipment for other users at the end of a support period.
(c) The user shall reimburse NASA for the costs of any mission-unique services provided by NASA.
[77 FR 6953, Feb. 10, 2012]

§ 1215.114  Service rates.
(a) Rates for TDRSS services will be established by the DAA for SCaN.
(b) Per-minute rates will reflect TDRSS total return on investment and operational and maintenance costs.
(c) The rate per minute by service and type of user is available on the following Web site: https://www.spacecomm.nasa.gov/spacecomm/programs/Space_network.cfm.
(d) The per-minute charge for TDRSS service is computed by multiplying the charge per minute for the appropriate service by the number of minutes utilized.
[77 FR 6953, Feb. 10, 2012]

§ 1215.115  Payment and billing.
(a) The procedure for billing and payment of standard TDRSS services is as follows:
(1) NASA shall be reimbursed by customers in connection with the use of